Problem
Design and implement an EA for the N -queens problem (see [1] , Section 2.4.1). Instead of hard coding all the EA parameters you are to employ a separate configuration file (this facilitates experimentation with different parameter values). Table 1 describes the parameters that must be present in your configuration file. The parent selection parameter should accept at the very least values representing both uniform random selection and deterministic binary tournament (the latter is a deterministic (2,1)-tournament: "best 1 out of random 2"). The survival selection parameter should accept at the very least values representing both uniform random selection and some type of elitist higher fitness biased stochastic selection.
The results of running your EA on this problem will be stored in a log file. In addition to the results, the log file needs to also contain all the information required to duplicate that particular experiment! Result logging for an EA is typically of the following form: every K evaluations you log the average population fitness and the highest fitness. So if the total number of evals is 5000 and you log every 100 evals, your log file will contain 5000/100=50 result entries. This will allow you to plot your results. Further you need to average your experimental results over at least 30 runs in order to be able to apply a statistical test of the difference of two means such as the t-test. It is up to you whether you want to store the results for all the different runs or only the averages. In the case of the latter, dont forget to log the standard deviations as well. You also need to keep track of the fittest individual ever encountered and save the solution encoded in it to the end of the log file.
Your report must at the very least include results for the reference parameter set as shown in Table 2 and three other distinct parameter sets.
Parameter Description

N
The size of the board and the number of queens population size
The number of individuals in the starting population and surviving each generation offspring count
The number of offspring created each generation parent selection
The algorithm for choosing parents from the population survival selection The algorithm for choosing which individuals survive into the next generation termination
The maximum number of fitness evaluations per run run count
The number of runs to execute and log for statistical analysis seed
The number used to seed the random number generator 
Report
Your report will completely state the problem youre attempting to solve (which is already conveniently provided for you in the report templates), provide your experimental setup in sufficient detail to allow exact duplication of your experiments (i.e., producing the exact same results) as well as justify your choice of EA design and strategy parameters, list your results in both tabular and graphical formats to compare convergence quality and convergence speed both in terms of the population fitness average and the population fitness max versus number of evaluations. Describe the statistical analysis (employ f-test and two-tailed t-test) of your results, showing which parameter sets provide the best results and explaining the rational. Conclude your report by stating your most important findings in the conclusion section. Provide a bibliography with your citation details. Include a user manual for your program in an appendix.
Grading
The maximum number of points you can get is 110 with the bonus. Note: This is an individual assignment! Plagiarism will not be tolerated. The point distribution is as follows:
Implementation, configuration file and parsing 5 Implementation: population initialization 2 Implementation: fitness evaluation 3 Implementation: selection algorithms 10 Implementation: reproduction operators 10 Implementation: termination conditions 5 Implementation: log output and file creation 
Bonus points
Bonus points are available for attempting to improve the genotype. You are still required to have the permutation genotype implemented and experimented on in your paper. The following points are available:
• 3 points -In the report explain your new representation and how you think it will improve the EA.
• 2 points -Implement the additional representation.
• 2 points -In the report add charts showing how your new representation faired compared to the permutation.
• 3 points -In the report discuss the changes and positive or negative effects your new representation had. Include statistical analysis where necessary.
Late penalty
The penalty for late submission is a 5 point deduction for every 24 hour period. So 1 hour late and 23 hours late both result in a 5 point deduction. 25 hours late results in a 10 point deduction, etc.
